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Rebuilding Anodes Saves Powerplant 50% on Cathodic Protection Costs 

 
Woodinville (Seattle Metro), WA- Before you issue that purchase order to replace probe-style bayonet anodes protecting your 
water boxes, consider having them rebuilt.  When a long-time Norton Corrosion client sought to reduce the cost of scheduled 
upgrades to their Unit 2 condenser probe anodes and reference cells, an unusual anode “rebuild” solution quickly developed.   
 
Instead of the two annual outages to replace old probe anodes and reference cells with new ones, Norton Corrosion Limited 
(NCL) asked their client to remove in-place probes at the start of their three-week outage, and ship them to NCL.  NCL 
returned refurbished, rebuilt, and upgraded probe anodes and wall mount reference cells at a significant cost reduction.  All 
work was complete within the three-week outage window! 
 
NCL reports that when rebuilding existing anodes around their new M-2 design, they upgrade the anode’s external coating with 
industry-standard water box protective coating products.  Additional protection from a rock shield extends the life of the 
anode’s new coating.  Improved M-2 dielectric and sealing designs keep circulating water from leaking through their anodes.  
The M-2 design is now standard on rebuilt probe anodes and reference cells, or new NCL Bayanode® products. 
 
NCL not only rebuilds their own Bayanode® Probe Anodes and NCL-GEL/CELLTM Reference Cells, but also rebuilds products 
made by other manufacturers.  Incoming QC confirms that reuse of the existing anode element will not compromise the rebuilt 
anode’s output.  NCL developed a unique rod extraction and recovery procedure to avoid damage to functional incoming anode 
elements.  When necessary, they install replacement anode elements for those that are broken, bent, not recoverable, or fail 
incoming electrical QC. 
 
NCL inspects anode bodies to confirm they maintain their original integrity, and replaces pipe-nipple or fiberglass anode 
bodies of other manufacturers with NCL’s leak resistant one-piece body.  Bodies are built for identical form and fit, designed 
for better function, and available in multiple grades of stainless steel and in carbon steel. 
 
When complete, NCL’s QC program subjects their new and rebuilt probe anodes to dielectric isolation, current output, and 150 
psi pressure testing before their products can be shipped. 
 
After operating for 11 months, their client returned one rebuilt anode, where NCL’s incoming inspection confirmed dielectric 
isolation, current output, and pressure ratings were in “as-new” condition.  Armed with this information and pleased with their 
cost savings, NCL’s client issued a second purchase order for their five-week Unit 1 outage. 
 
For further information, contact Jerry Weiser at Norton Corrosion Limited.  Phone 800-426-3111/425-483-1616, Ext. 280.   
Fax 425-485-1754.  Web site address www.nortoncorrosion.com 
 

Quick Summary: 
Rebuild Bayanode® Probe Anodes or NCL-GEL/CELLTM Reference Cells or probe anodes and reference cells 

manufactured by others 
Features new M-2 design with improved dielectric isolation and upgraded leak resistance 
Stainless Steel or Carbon Steel choices 

 
Norton Corrosion Limited (NCL) provides engineering, materials, and construction services exclusively in the field of 
Corrosion Engineering and Cathodic Protection.  Headquartered in Woodinville (Seattle area), Washington, and with a second 
Mid-Atlantic engineering office, their seven Corrosion Engineers (four Registered Professional Engineers (PE), two Cathodic 
Protection Specialists, and one certified Corrosion Specialist) have completed more than 18,000 projects worldwide.  
“Feedback from our materials and construction groups makes our engineering designs practical, stronger, and cost effective.”  
NCL was founded in 1959.   
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